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Grange Infant School, Franklin Road, Gosport. PO13 9TS, 

    
Minutes of the Grange Infant School meeting of the Full Governing Body 

Tuesday 16th July 2019 5.30pm 
 
Present: S Duffy (HT)   Headteacher (left 6:48pm, returned 6:51pm) 

 E Yeats (EY)   Parent Governor (Chair)  
T Woodcock (TW) Local Authority Governor  
S.Lee (SL)   Parent Governor  
S Myers (SM) Co-Opted Governor  
J Shearsmith (JS) Co-opted Governor  
J Heath (JH)   Co-opted Governor  
J.Hanlon (JHa) Propspective Governor (left 6:51, returned 6:53pm) 
J.Collinge (JC)  Staff Governor  

 
In Attendance:C Harman (clerk)  Local Authority Clerk  
          
   
Apologies :  R Evans (RE) Co-Opted Governor  
 
 
 
Absent: None  
 
    
 
Quroum: present(4 required) 
 

GOVERNORS KEY ROLES: Support and Challenge 
 
 

Agenda 
Number 

 Action 
Points 

1 
 

 

Welcome and Apologies for Absence: 
 
EY opened the meeting at 5.35pm and welcomed everyone.  
 
Apologies were received and accepted from RE. EY thanked 
governors for attending the meet and greet with staff just before the 
meeting.  
 
The clerk declared the meeting was quorate.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Declarations of Pecuniary Interests: 
None 

 

4 Agree Any Other Urgent Business:  
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None.  

5 HT written report 
 
HT told the GB that overall the data is pleasing. It is getting harder and 
harder to get to national from the starting point. Some changes that the 
school has implemented this year have made a real impact such as Talk 
for Writing and Fluency in Maths.  
 
With year 2 data, HT pointed out that the targets were set at the beginning 
of year but there has been a lot of movement in this year. 8 children have 
transferred in which is a big percentage and 4 children have left, this 
means that the cohort is substantially different to what it was. This year 
the school did all they could to target children and ensure progress for all 
children. It was understood by the GB that it is harder to get the 
transferred children to ARE depending on when they joined the school. HT 
said that there will be 88 children going into year 2 next school year, 
leaving room for only 2 extra children, which will help with the transference 
of children in and out. 
 
There has been a dip from 23% to 16.3% in GD writing, but the school say 
this is a true reflection as to where the children are working. Spelling has 
been an issue this year. The school now has spellings as a focus. 
Children are coming in lower each academic year in terms of 
communication and language which is making it much harder to get to 
greater depth due to the amount of progress the children need to make. 
Governor asked if this dip in writing was cohort specific and if it is what are 
the HT plans to do to overcome this. HT explained that she would need to 
see what happens next year and then look at implementing changes. Staff 
governor said from the last moderation there was only one child who got 
GD in EYFS. The LA are looking for more narrative in the writing and the 
standard to obtain is high. The school recognises that it has a number of 
strong secures in EYFS who have the potential to make it to GD 
throughout their KS1 journey. 
 
Governor had noted gaps in the disadvantaged data between 
disadvantaged and non and asked the HT to explain the gaps.  HT agreed 
that there were gaps but had detailed in her report how groups had 
performed when the data was disaggregated from SEND (see report) This 
showed a much more positive picture. Progress from starting points was 
also shared which showed that in reading, writing and maths 95%+ of 
disadvantaged children had reached or exceeded their targets. SM added 
that some children may be regarded as below on the data, but they have 
met targets. Tracking was then presented in support of showing progress 
for children who still remain below on the data. Governors could clearly 
see that progress was being made from starting points. Governor asked if 
children were below at end of EYFS and then below at end of year 1, did 
this still mean they had met targets? HT explained that it did as 
expectations get harder every year in terms of curriculum expectations 
and again showed the evidence that showed children making progress 
 
HT pointed out that there is a gender gap which the school has not had 
before. Governor was concerned that there were a number of boys who 
ended up below. HT explained that it is not a huge gap, but the school will 
review the curriculum design next academic year in support of this. 

Headings 
missed on 
section of 
report – re 
send - HT 
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Governor asked if the HT looked at things that could impact such as 
summer born children. HT explained that this can have an impact but is 
not the sole reason because it also depends on other things such as 
support at home etc.  
 
SEN data remains a challenge as there a number of children with 
cognitive needs. The school tracks SEN progress and a transition inset 
day is always in place to share with the new teacher. Governor asked if 
the new Ofsted framework looks for progress more than data. Governor 
who attended the briefing said it would be more of a balance.  
 
In Year 1 EOY data shows a large percentage of children on track for GD. 
HT explained that this is cohort specific and an anomaly. The school have 
ensured that they have moderated the judgements and the English team 
have also ensured that they have heard all the children read and looked at 
benchmarking data. The year group are very strong in terms of GD 
readers. EY agreed as she had met with the English lead and was shown 
this tracker. 
 
Governor pointed out that the writing was low for GD and suggested that it 
may not be cohort specific and that it should be mapped into next year. HT 
said that ARE is stronger than previous years but that there were a 
number of children on the cusp of GD. Any child who was on the cusp of 
phonics had an intervention and passed. There were three strong readers 
who did not pass as they tried to make the alien words into real words. But 
the school has learnt from this and will be preparing children more 
including those confident readers. The majority of the children got a good 
score that was comfortably above the pass mark.  
 
Disadvantaged for year 1 does show progress but there are some gaps to 
keep an eye on. Disaggregated data just like year 2 shows that maths 
potentially is an area of focus There were some gender gaps but not as 
much as year 2, HT believes this is because the SEN did well and that it 
why the gap is not as wide. Service children are also performing well.  
 
In early years there are currently 8 with EHCPs. Governor asked what 
additional support the school gets with EHCPs. SM explained there is 
EHCP funding and the school can set up any sensory of physical help, but 
it is often the behaviour that there is not as much support.  
 
Governor asked if there is a gender split in early years. HT explained it 
has not had an impact in year R.  
 
Governor was concerned that all SEN and disadvantaged would be 
receiving all the support and some children would be missing out. SM 
explained the school’s use of High impact teaching plans and reassured 
governors that it’s not just SEN or disadvantaged children who have HIT 
plans, it could be any child in need of support. All children are targeted 
within progress review. 
 
HT moved through the report and commented that staff absence was 
good and had improved. Whole school attendance is slightly higher than 
last year, but HT would like it to be higher. The leadership team will be 
reviewing the attendance weekly at the safeguarding meeting. Governor 
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asked if a parent is turned down for an absence would they normally 
phone in sick for the child. HT said that most parents go on holiday and 
pay the fine but in the future repeat offenders will be going straight to the 
attendance legal panel.  
 
The inset days are mostly in line with juniors. The GB were happy to 
approve these. On one inset day the school will be carrying out team 
teach training; it is a huge cost but is worth worthwhile. The whole school 
will be partaking, and it will focus more on de-escalation. Governor was 
concerned that the training was costing a lot of school funds and asked if 
all the school needed to attend or could there be another solution. HT 
explained the need for this at the school with current behaviours and staff 
need to be supported. There are an extra few spaces which the school will 
be opening to other schools. HT reassured governors this was needed.  
 

6 Governance: 
Governor monitoring completion  
 
A recent update on governing monitoring has been completed recently. 
Therefore, TW will re check and add the last few bits of monitoring to it.  
 
Dates for next year 
 
HT explained that next year she intends to have the HT performance 
panel in September to align with the school year.  
 
One date in January was changed from 21st Jan – 28th Jan. Next year the 
WGBT will take place in Feb and there will just be one FGB in March. This 
will affect the clerk contract ad EY will speak separately to the clerk.  
 
HT left at 6:48 pm and returned at 6:51.  
 
JHa left at 6:51pm and returned at 6:53pm.  
 
EY asked the clerk to re check the schedule of business one final time.  
 
Officers for next academic year 
 
TW told the GB that as her role is with Governor Services, they would like 
her to move to another GB to share her expertise. Therefore, she will be 
resigning from Grange on 25th September 2019.  
 
JHa has been a prospective governor gaining a feel for the GB and 
building her confidence and it is now time to move her into the post. The 
GB were more than happy to vote JHa into the GB. JHa will be made a 
parent governor as initially this was the role she applied for. EY will now 
move into the Co-Opted post.  
 
JC will also be leaving the GB and a new staff governor will be recruited in 
September. A huge thanks to JC for all her hard work on the GB. It’s been 
a pleasure.  
 
Therefore, the agreed roles for next year are:  
 

Review gov 
monitoring 
and amend 
– TW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Re check 
schedule of 
business – 
Clerk  
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Maths – RE 
DTG – RE supported by JS 
Vice chair if voted in – JS 
Health and safety – JS 
GDPR and DP – JS 
Safeguarding – EY 
SEN/Inclusion – JH 
Literacy – JHa 
Early years – SL 
Website check – JH and SL 
Policy audits – EY 
Finance / SFVS – JS to meet with TW in September to discuss how to 
manage.  
 
Pay committee – JS, EY and JH 
HT Performance Panel – JH and RE 
 
Patch forum – Clerk to flag when one needs attending 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Review 
SFVS and 
feedback to 
GB – TW 
and JS 
 
 
 
 
 

7 Governor Feedback (Formal & Informal) 
 
EY attended a spelling demo with Jo Munt which was very good and was 
being shared to the juniors. She also met with the English lead to discuss 
the reading assessment grids which were beneficial. EY also saw an 
amazing display in year R which showed cross curricular writing linked to 
phonics. A visit regarding the medical conditions policy was carried out 
also by EY. 
 
Discuss governor monitoring plan and agree monitoring for this term 
 
The school will be moving into the Ofsted assessment year and need to 
look at the minimum monitoring needed for each area. Governors are in a 
strong place with monitoring and need to keep momentum.  
 
Monitoring still to write up are:  
Inclusion – JH 
Nurture – SL 
 
EY has started staff conferencing and will continue with pupil conferencing 
in September.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

8 FGB Meeting Minutes and confidential minutes 19th June 2019  
 
JC and JHa left the meeting at 7:24pm. 
 

A confidential item was discussed here and is on the confidential 
minutes.  
 

The confidential minutes were unanimously approved by the Governing 
Body and signed by the chair.  
 
JC and JHa returned at 7:25pm. 
 
Governor noted two typos on the main FGB minutes.  
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With this amendment the minutes were unanimously approved by the 
Governing Body and signed by the chair.  
 
Approval and Matters Arising 
 
 

Action 
Number 

Agenda 
item  

Action Details Responsibility 

78 7 Update Gov 
Induction 
document  

EY – Carry 
forward 

88 1 Write up book look JHa 
Completed 

89 5 Send out timetable 
to support LAC 
report  

SM – no 
longer needed 

90 5 Read LAC report 
and submit any 
questions to SM 
and clerk  

All Govs 
Completed 

91 6 Put CPD report on 
Schedule of 
business 

Clerk 
Completed 

92 7 Look into 
collaboration 
agreement 

EY Carry 
Forward 

93 8 Write up Nurture 
report  

SL Carry 
Forward 

94 8 Book in staff 
conferencing   

EY Completed 

95 10 Amend home 
school agreement  

HT Completed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Book in pupil 
conferencing 
- EY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 Policies for Approval 
 
School Behaviour 
HT explained this will be changed in October to include the new values. 
Governor asked if the school had changed where they record behaviour. 
HT explained that this is logged on CPOMs so that all the information is 

 
 
 

Add school 
behaviour 
policy to Sch. 
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together.  
 
The GB unanimously approved this policy.  
 

Of Bus. - 
Clerk 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

10 Agreed urgent business 
 
HT confirmed at this point that she has sent via email the impact reports to 
governors.  
 
A big well done to Sue Fairs in completing her diploma of business 
management. Well deserved.  

 
 
 

 
 
Read impact 
report and 
send any 
questions to 
HT – All 
govs 

11 Items for the Next FGB Agenda 17th September 2019 at 5.30pm at the 
school.  
 
Focus: HT led planning for coming year, Statutory roles and duties, TORs, 
Safeguarding 
 

 Election of chair/vice chair 

 Officers and governor/committee/panel membership and roles 

 TOR approval/delegated powers Pay Committee 

 Update Register of Pecuniary interests 

 Agree Code of conduct 

 External advisor for HT performance reviews 

 Adopt HCC Governors good practice guide 

 Governor details/ attendance to be updated on website 

 Confirm Meeting Dates 

 Confirm details on Edubase are up to date 

 Agree SEN Information Report (for website) 

 Safeguarding audit (to be completed by 30th Sep 18 
 
Verbal HT report: 

 SIP key priorities for 2019/20 (30 min report) 

 Receive plan for and approve off-site visits 
 
Governance: 

 Safeguarding Governor annual report/Prevent update 

 Safeguarding Audit for approval at FGB 
 
Policies for approval  

 Adopt Manual of Personnel Practice 

 Adopt Manual of Finance Practice and Procedure  

 Performance Management Policy 

 Safeguarding 

 Child Protection 
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 ICT Acceptable Use Policy 
 

 
The meeting ended at 7:43pm 

 
ACTIONS AGREED  
 

 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Action 
Number 

Agenda 
item  

Action Details Responsibility 

96 5 Headings missed on section of report – re send HT 

97 6 Review gov monitoring and amend  TW 

98 6 Re check schedule of business  Clerk 

99 6 Review SFVS and feedback to GB TW and JS  

100 8 Book in pupil conferencing EY 

101 9 Add school behaviour policy to Sch. Of Bus Clerk 

102 10 Read impact report and send any questions to 
HT 

All Govs  


